
CHAPTER FIVE 

SELECTED COMMENTARY 

___________________________________________________ 

A. PROPHETHOOD SIGNS 

Prophet Músá's call to Prophethood has been reiterated in several chapters of the  

Qur'án. The three most clearly expressed events leading to this are discussed in  

the following chapters respectively:  [Chapter 20];   Súra á há Súra Naml T 

[Chapter 27] and [Chapter 28]. Súra Qa a   s s 

As the present study focuses on Músá's life from Prophethood and beyond only  

the views of selected commentators relevant to this period will be discussed.  

Explanation is based on systematic categorisation of events:  

 Fire 

 Voice  

 Serpent together with miracles. 

5.1 FIRE 

5.1.1  Súra á há T 




And has the story of Músá reached you? Suddenly he saw a fire!, then he said to  

his family, "Remain here, indeed I perceive a fire. Perhaps I will bring to you from  

there a firebrand or I will find guidance at the fire" [Qur'án 20:9-10]. 

As a preamble to the verses relevant to the present study both al- abarí and  T 

al-Rází provide differing analysis of the circumstances prompting the revelation  

of these particular verses. 
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"Allah Almighty says by mentioning to His Messenger Mu ammad [p.b.u.h] in  h 

which He consoles him for undergoing hardships due to the polytheism of his  

people for He makes him cognisant of what would happen to him and to them as  

well. [Allah is in essence comforting] His Messenger at a time when he was  

undergoing tremendous distress due to the disbelievers. He [explains to him] that  

He has made him exalted over them for He has weakened the plot of the  

disbelievers and urges him to be diligent in his affairs and to be steadfast in His  

worship...." [al- abarí 1968:16/141-2]. T 

Al- abarí elaborates in a narrative style the opposition Músá faced from his  T 

enemies, his own people as well as the  by mentioning his childhood,  Baní Isrá'íl 

youth and adulthood. 





Al-Rází views this as Allah's statement to the Prophet [p.b.u.h] encouraging him  

to strengthen his heart by providing by way of parable the hardships endured by  

Músá [p.b.u.h] in conveying the message of Allah. 

"It should be noted that Allah's [statement] concerning the importance of the  

status of the Qur'án and [the position] of the Messenger [p.b.u.h] is one in which  

He commissions him to follow [it] by strengthening his heart; [this is attained] by  

mentioning the conditions of other prophets. Allah Almighty says: 'And on the  

contrary We relate to you from the tidings of the Messengers to firm your heart' "  

[al-Rází n.d:22/14]. 

The addressee is the Prophet [p.b.u.h], but al-Rází provides several possible  

interpretations to this statement. 
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 It is possible that this was the first time that the Prophet [p.b.u.h] had  

been informed about the situation of Músá [p.b.u.h]: 

 It is possible that it had reached him in a preceding time for it appears that  

Almighty Allah says to him: "Has it not already reached you?" 

[This is according to Muqátil and a ák on the authority of ibn ‘Abbás] D hh 

[al-Rází n.d:22/14]. 

It could interpreted as a rhetorical question whose effect upon the listener is very  

great. 

This narrative of Músá [p.b.u.h] is the "earliest Qur'ánic exposition of the Moses  

story. Its mention here is connected with the reference to revelation at the  

beginning of this (verses 2-4) as well as the Qur'ánic doctrine of the basic  súra  

ideological unity of all revealed religions" [Asad 1980:471]. 

Suddenly he saw a fire! [20:10]. 

The commentators are unanimous as to Músá's actual sighting of the physical  

fire. Al-Zamakhsharí's grammatical analysis of the term  is as follows: 'idh' 

     


"  is a demonstrative adverb referring to an occurrence because it signifies an  Idh 

incident or it is a reference to a suppressed noun , meaning {when he saw a  
fire}, it was so and so or it is a direct object of {recall}" [al-Zamakhsharí  

1966:2/531]. 

Al- abarí, al- Zamakhsharí as well as al-Rází describe the night on which Músá  T 

travelled as a gloomy, wintry and icy night  [It was a Friday]. 

"It appears that Músá had lost his way in the desert: probably a symbolic allusion  

to his dawning awareness that he was in need of spiritual guidance" [Asad  

1980:471]. 
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Al-Rází describes Músá's actual spotting of the fire as follows: 









"Músá had strayed from the path, he ignited the fire, but the fire iron did not  

kindle anything. Whilst in pursuit of that he saw a fire from afar to the left of the  

path. Suddí said he thought it was one of the shepherd's fires; others are [of the  

opinion] that Músá [p.b.u.h] saw it in a tree, this is not mentioned in the Qur'án.  

[Authorities] do differ for some of them say that he did not see a fire but imagined  

that he did, the reality is that he did in actual fact see a fire for it is not  

permissible for prophets to speak lies" [al-Rází n.d:22/15]. 

An alternative view is that the fire had four divisions: 

 a fire that consumes but does not absorb and that is the fire of the world; 

 a fire that absorbs but does not consume which is the fire of the tree;  

 a fire that consumes and absorbs and that is the fire of the stomach;   

 a fire that neither consumes nor absorbs which is the fire of Músá  

[p.b.u.h]. 

There are further connotations attached to the fire: 

 fire that has light without burning - it is the fire of Músá [p.b.u.h];  

 burning without light - it is the fire of hell;  

 burning and light - it is the fire of the world; and  

 devoid of both burning and light - it is the fire of the tree [al-Rází  

n.d:22/15]. 

Al- abarí and al-Zamakhsharí do not provide extensive detail of the nature of the  T 

fire itself. 
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Músá said to his family, "Remain [here]" [20:10]. 

According to al-Rází [n.d:22/15] it is possible that he was addressing the woman  

and her son as well as the servant who had accompanied her as the expression   ahl 

refers to the plural. 

"Indeed I see a fire" [20:10]. 

Al- abarí and al-Zamakhsharí discuss the concept  at great length:  T ínás 




"(I perceive a fire) - I have found: An Arabic proverb says [after finding someone  

there is intimacy]. Alternatively, it is said [after appearance there is perception].  

It is derived from the root  meaning {to see or perceive}" [al- abarí 1968:  ans, T 
102 

16/142]. 

According to al-Zamakhsharí [1966:2/531] when the bringing of the live coal   
and the existence of the guidance occur [for these people], expectantly and  

anxiously, the matter for them rests upon hope and desire. 

Músá's statement to his family concerning his return with the firebrand has  

differing views. 

Perhaps I will bring forth for you from the fire [which I have perceived] flames  

and the firebrand: [here he is referring to the fire in the topmost part of the  

branch or the reed]. At this stage Músá says to his Lord: "Give me knowledge."  

His Lord gives it to him in the topmost part of the branch [al- abarí  T 

1968:16/142]. 

According to al-Zamakhsharí [1966:2/531] there exists the possibility that Músá  

will return but this is without certainty as to whether he will execute [his task].  

. The root is ,  is form 1v and the verbal noun is .   102 
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"Or I will find guidance at the fire" [20:10]. 

Al-Zamakhsharí [1966:2/531] interprets this as a people who will guide me to the  

path or who will benefit me by their guidance in the rubric of religion. People  

close to the fire are regarded as overlooking it.                                                                  

  

huda  is one who is guided by someone for it is a verbal noun. It is as though Músá  

said: "I will find at the fire one who will guide me by [way] of a sign or [even] by    

indication " [al-Rází n.d:22/15].                                                                                             

                                                                                            

5.1.2     Súra Naml   

Súra Naml súras  is the second of three  selected for this particular study in which  

Músá's call to prophethood has been illustrated at great length. 

             


Suddenly! Músá said to his family, "Indeed I perceive a fire, perhaps I will bring  

from there information or I will bring you a burning firebrand in order that you  

may warm yourselves" [Qur'án 27:7]. 

idh alím  is dependent on the preceding statement terminating with . The meaning  

of the term is illustrated when Músá said to "his family." [This will be discussed  

below]  [al- abarí 1968:19/132]. T 

idh dhikr  is a direct object of the verb  [to recall]. It is as though Almighty Allah  

had said "follow the religious relics of His wisdom and knowledge." It is narrated  

that none had accompanied Músá [p.b.u.h] except his wife and Allah has alluded  

to her with the entire family and it therefore follows that the appearance of the  

message is expressed in the plural form, for this is verified in Músá's saying  

  [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/137]. 
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"I will come forth with a burning firebrand" [27:7].   

Reciters differ in the recitation of the above-mentioned verse. 

The general Madinan and Basran reciters read it as   by annexing   

shiháb qabas tanween  to  and eliminating the ,  -          
meaning "I will bring to you a flaming fire, I will obtain knowledge from it." The  

majority of Kufan reciters read it as  with the  on  and   tanween shiháb 

eliminating its  to  meaning "I will bring to you a   i áfa qabas,  d  
flaming fire deriving knowledge [from it]." 

The accuracy of these statements is that they are both well-known recitations in  

the metropolitan areas: as for the closest of the two meanings whichever one the  

reciter reads is correct. Some of the Basran grammarians hold the following view: 

When  is a  for the word  then  is read with the   qabas badal shiháb shiháb tanween 

[i.e. with the final ]; an if  is made genitive to  it appears  nún d  shiháb qabas 

without the . Some of the Kufan grammarians say that when  is  tanween shiháb 

made genitive to  then it is like , other examples are:  qabas     

    ,  and  . If in essence  is  then the  is     shiháb qabas i áfa d 

not permissible, because  is a qualifying adjective and a noun cannot be  qabas 

annexed to its qualifier, except in rare instances [al- abarí 1968:19/133]. T 

      


    is synonymous to , both meaning 'fire/flame'.  is    

fire or the acquisition of knowledge.  is annexed to  because it is both a   
splinter and otherwise. For those who read it with the make  a   tanween  
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substitute for  or an adjective reflecting the meaning of "   
[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/137]. 

5.1.2.1 The delay 

"I will bring to you from there information" [27:7]. 


"There exist divergent views regarding the two statements: the one is based on  

hope and the other on certitude" [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/137 ]. 



"How can the use of the particle  denote the future? [Simply] because it was a  
promise of his to his family" [al-Rází n.d:24/181]. 





"Why did he transpose 'or' between the two issues. And why did he not combine  

them since he needed them both? Answer: The hope rests on the {grounds} that  

should he be unsuccessful in any one of these two designs he would be successful  

in the other; either the guidance to the path or the acquisition of knowledge at the  

fire, because Allah scarcely combines two deprivations for His servant" [al-Rází  

n.d:24/181]. 

5.1.3.  Súra Qa a s s 

This forms the third  in which Prophet Músá's call to prophethood has been    súra 

enunciated elaborately. 
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When Músá fulfilled the term he left with his family, he perceived a fire at the  

side of . He said to his family: "Remain here, perhaps I will bring from it  T úr 

information or a brand of fire so that you can warm yourselves" [Qur'án 28:29]. 

[Asad 1980:593 refers to -  {the mountain} as being "Mount Sinai" for it is to  at úr t 

this and no other mountain that the Qur'án refers to].  

Al- abarí's views about the completion of the term:   T 

When Músá had fulfilled the term to which he was entrusted he parted from his  

master after marrying his daughter. He had completed both of the terms.   

Scholars are unanimous that he completed the "better and the longer of the two  

terms" [al- abarí 1968:19/68]. T 

There are those who say that he completed 10 years and supplemented these with  

a further ten . 
103 

"When Músá fulfilled the term ...."- this is an indication that the apparition had  

come upon him after the total completion of the two terms. There is nothing to  

suggest that he had obtained one of them afterwards [reference to the completion  

of the term]. It would be false for one to assume that he did not exceed the term.  

The Qur'án says "he travelled with his family" in which there is no indication that  

he travelled alone, because  is indicative of the plural [al-Rází n.d:27/244]. 

According to al-Jazá'irí [1987:3/395] he travelled to Egypt with his wife and son  

to visit his mother and brothers. 

. This is based on various chain of authorities as cited by al- abarí [1968:19/69]. T 103 
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"I see a fire from " T úr 

Meaning: "I perceive." "I see," and "I feel " - [two connotations]. The following is a  

poem by al-‘Ajjáj: 



"He saw the ruins of a vast empty space and became annoyed, drawing its wings  

close to , it passed" [al- abarí 1968:19/69]. T úr T 

 

"...I will bring for you a thick piece of wood for [lighting] the fire,' this would be  

like a severed root from the tree" [al- abarí 1968:19/69]. T 

All the selected commentators are unanimous that  appears in three  104 

different Arab dialects. 

"I will bring to you from there glad tidings"- 'as to which way we are to pursue'  

[Asad 1980:593]. 

5.2 VOICE  

5.2.1  Súra a a T h 

The Voice that Músá [p.b.u.h] heard whilst standing at the fire forms phase two of  

his call to prophethood which is a continuation of the verses discussed in the  

three relevant  súras. 

. It is read with the  below the  - this in the ijází, Basran and Kufan recitation. The   kasra  H 104 

most well-known dialect is the one read with the  on the .  fatha 
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But when he approached it, a voice called out, "O Músá! Indeed I am your Lord!  

Take off your sandals you are at the sacred valley of á, and I have chosen you,  T uw 

so listen to what is being revealed [to you]. Indeed, I am Allah, there is no deity  

except Me so worship Me [alone] and stand for prayer, so as to remember Me!"  

[Qur'á  20:11-14]. n 

Al-Zamakhsharí remains silent on Músá's actual advancement when he heard the  

voice.  

Al- abarí's brief explanation is as follows:  T 

Músá [p.b.u.h] advanced towards the fire which was in a tree, the People of the  

Book refer to it as boxthorn tree. He drew closer to it with a hope of obtaining  

information from it although he was overcome by a sense of fear [al- abarí  T 

1968:16/143].                                                                                                                             

Al-Rází very philosophically offers the following interpretation:  

Músá [p.b.u.h] advanced towards the fire, according to ibn ‘Abbás he saw a green  

tree from its lowest part to its uppermost part; {it looked} as though it was a  

bright fire, he stopped, amazed at the intense radiance which the fire emitted as  

well as the intense greenness of the {particular} tree. The fire did not change its  

greenness nor did the abundance of water from the tree alter the light of the fire.  

[At this stage] he heard the chanting of angels [songs of praise in glorification of  

Allah - ] and he saw a great light as well. 
Wahb bin Munabbih said Músá [p.b.u.h] thought it was a fire or a slat, he [then]  

took the crushed wood in order to acquire information from its flame, but it  

inclined towards him as though it desired him. Músá retreated in fear of it, yet it  

aspired after him for he was not quick enough to extinguish it. He threw his  

glance towards its branches. There was its greenness shining in the sky and all of  

a sudden [there emerged] a light between the heavens and the earth, dimming his  

sight. On seeing that Músá [p.b.u.h] placed his hands over his eyes, then a voice  
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called forth, " O Músá!" At this point al-Qádí ‘Abd al-Jabbár illustrates his opinion  

by using the example of the rod: denouncing its usage [i.e. for kindling the fire]  

would be permissible, but denying that the miracle was anything other than the  

call to prophethood is not acceptable. Allah had said to him  

   ["I have selected you, so listen to what is revealed to you"]. This in itself  

indicates that during this stage Allah had inspired Músá [p.b.u.h] and made him   

a prophet. Those who say that the fire delayed him are far from the truth for the  

simple reason that this symbolic occurrence had taken place without any  

obstruction [al-Rází n.d:22/16].  

"Verily, I am your lord " [20:12]. 
105 

Al- abarí [1968:16/144-5] cites differences in the reading of "I am your Lord."  T 

Some of the Madinan and Basran reciters read it as  - with the  on the ,   fat a alif h 

 in their recitation serves the function of an independent element. However  

some of the Madinan and Kufan reciters read it with the  for which it would  kasra 

read .  
The correct statement in the view of al- abarí is that the  is the better  T kasra 

recitation because the exclamation interposes between it and the grammatical  

agent operating in  referring to Músá  may operate before  in a  an . Núdiya yá músá 

statement like  It has no role in  after núdiya an yá músá inní aná rabbuka. an   

Músá. 

Al-Zamakhsharí's [1966:2/531] lexical approach is illustrated in the following  

way:  

. "I created you, provided you with the means of subsistence and managed your affairs"  105 
[al-Jazá'irí 1987:3/45]. 
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Abú ‘Umar and ibn Kathír read  with the  [meaning: a voice called] as a   fat a h 
way of indicating indirect speech and the rest read it with the  - [meaning:  kasra 

he was called] - {as introducing direct speech}. Repetition of the personal  

pronoun is for intensifying the meaning and identifying the definite noun as well  

as removing doubt. 

As for the actual voice and the spoken words al-Rází renders the views of the  

Mu‘tazilites Sunnis.  and the  



          
              

    




"al-Ash‘ari has said that Almighty Allah made him listen to the eternal speech   
106 

which was devoid of consonants as well as sound. The  deny the  Mu‘tazilite 

existence of these words for they allege that Allah Almighty created these voices  

in some substances such as trees and other such things, because the voice was the  

speech of Allah and Allah has mastery over all things so He does as He wills. The  

ahl al-Sunnah  including those from Transoxiana acknowledge the eternal speech,  

except they maintain that which Músá [p.b.u.h] heard was a voice created by the  

Almighty Allah in the tree and there was no need for the sign which would be  

audible, that is the voice of the speaker. They say that Allah regulated the voice so  

that it would emerge from the tree " [al-Rází n.d:22/16]. 

.  Divine speech unlike human speech is uncreated in time. It is unique. 106 
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Differences do exist as to Músá's actual hearing of the voice and if that voice was  

that of the Almighty. Our commentators interpret it as follows:   

 

 
It has been narrated that when a voice called O Músá! - he said, "Who is  

speaking?" Allah Almighty said, "It is I, your Lord." At this stage Iblís whispered  

to him [i.e. to Músá], "Perhaps you heard the words of Satan." Músá [p.b.u.h]  

said: "I know that it is the speech of Almighty Allah because I heard it from all six  

directions and I have heard it with each of my organs" [al-Zamakhsharí  

1966:2/531]. 













"It is possible that Allah created a priori knowledge (such as a person's knowing  

that someone can't be both present and absent at once) and it is possible that He  

was defining a miracle. The Mu‘tazilites imply that a priori knowledge is not  

possible, simply because had a priori knowledge occurred with this voice being  

the speech of Allah Almighty, then a priori knowledge about the All-Knowing, the  

All-Powerful Creator would have occurred, for it would be absurd that an  

attribute would be known a priori whereas the being would be known with  

inference. If the existence of Allah would be known a priori, Músá would be  

excluded from being accountable for his deeds, simply because obtaining a priori  
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knowledge would be contrary to the accountability of Allah. In is agreed that  

Músá did not leave the (sphere of) accountability as Allah had made it known to  

him by way of miracle then they disagreed about it" [al-Rází n.d:22/16]. 

"Remove your sandals" [20:12]. 

All the commentators provide lengthy explanations as to the importance attached  

to the sandals. Al- abarí [1968:16/144] commences by saying that the People of  T 

Knowledge differ as to the reasons why Allah ordered Músá [p.b.u.h] to remove  

his sandals. Some are of the opinion that he was told to remove them on account  

of their being made of the skin of a dead donkey. 

The most accurate statement according to al- abarí is: T 

     


"Allah Almighty commanded Músá [p.b.u.h] to remove his sandals to be in direct  

contact with the blessings of the valley with his feet, since it was a holy valley"  

[al- abarí 1968:16/144]. T 

His view is upheld as it is not outwardly [expressed] that he was commanded to  

remove his sandals on account of their being made of donkey leather or their  

being impure. 

One view is that treading the valley with his feet would be a blessing for him. An  

alternative view is that being bare-footed is a {sign} of humility before the  

Almighty [as one would circumambulate the Ka‘ba: bare-footed]. Yet another  

view is that it was considered an arrogant [act] for him to enter the mosque with  

his sandals. The Qur'án indicates that it was respect that was to be shown to that  

particular spot [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/531]. 
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"The  infer that the words of Allah were not of old , for if they were,  Mu‘tazilite 

107 

why would Allah be saying before the presence [i.e. the appearance] of Músá,  

'Remove your sandals?...' - it is known that that would be stupid. [An example] is  

that if a man is in an empty house and he says 'Zayd do this,' and '‘Umar do not  

do that,' although both are not present at the time this would be construed as  

madness and foolishness, how then can one [possibly] attribute such a  

[conception] to Allah? 

Our friends (i.e. ) respond: Ash‘arites 

Even though Allah's speech is eternal, it was neither a command nor a prohibition  

[al-Rází n.d:22/17-18]. 

"You are at the sacred valley of " [20:12]. T úwa 

According to al- abarí [1968:16/145], "It was twice blessed." T 

The (interpreters) differ in the interpretation of : some of them  ahl al-Ta'wíl   
say it is the sacred valley - twice sanctified, some say it means to traverse  

[al- abarí 1968:16/145]. T 
Al-Zamakhsharí [1966:2/531] explains as meaning "twice" i.e. - twice   uwá  t 

hallowed: because Allah's voice was heard in it and because Músá was raised  

there to Prophethood. 

"And stand for prayer, so as to remember Me" [20:14]. 

"Conscious remembrance of Allah and of His oneness and uniqueness is declared  

to be the innermost purpose, as well as the intellectual justification, of all true  

prayer" [Asad 1980:471]. 

One who does not engage in prayer does not remember Allah and that is  

equivalent to denying his Lord [al-Jazá'irí 1987:3/45]. 

. His words were created in time, therefore they were not of old. 107 
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5.2.2  Súra Naml 


When he approached it a voice was heard, "Blessed are those in the fire and those  

around, and glory to Allah, Lord of the Worlds" [Qur'án 27:8]. 




"The interpreters differ in the meaning of 'those who are in the fire' - some of  

them say that Allah Himself was in the fire and the fire was [in actuality] the Light  

of Allah which is interpreted as such by majority of the  [al- abarí  ahl al-Ta'wíl" T 

1968:19/133]. 


Others say its meaning is the fire and not the light [al- abarí 1968:19/135].    T 

From a linguistic point of view al-Zamakhsharí discusses the term : it is the   'an  

of mufassira' an  , meaning the [explanatory ] because by the call in it is meant the  

speech. It was said to Músá [p.b.u.h], " " [Blessed are those] - {for  has the    'an 

status of -meaning: We said}. Would it then be possible that  is the vowelles  'ay' 
form of  and  is implied for  before  with the pronoun being the      
pronoun for denoting status? According to al-Zamakhsharí [1966:3/137], it is a  

marker and it is not omitted [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/137]. 

According to al-Rází [n.d:24/182] there is a difference of opinion as to who was in  

the fire:  

 the Light of Allah  

 or the angels, this has been reported on the authority of ibn ‘Abbás. · ` 
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Allah called him by words which he heard from the tree in the blessed spot as the  

tree was invariably the locus for the particular speech. For Allah was the speaker  

and He had an influence on him more than the tree. One can assume that the tree  

was in the fire and those surrounding it were the angels. [Refer to the Qur'ánic  

statement above]. 

According to Jubbá'í  is a reference to Músá [p.b.u.h] for he was closest  
to it and  refers to the angels  [al-Rází n.d:24/182]. 













"Blessed are those in the location of the fire and those surrounding it is the  

locality where it occurred, for it is this blessed spot that is mentioned by Allah,  

[Refer to Arabic text above]. A reading of ‘Ubayy indicates that the land and those  

who surrounded it were blessed as this was a great religious occurrence, one in  

which Allah spoke to Músá [p.b.u.h] and made him messenger and presented  

miracles to him. [Syria is hence regarded as a blessed land].... Just imagine the  

like of such an event that occurred at that spot. It has been reported that the  

meaning of those who were blessed is Músá and the angels present. [Al- abarí's  T 

chain of transmitters concur with this view]. It is apparent that it embraces all  

who were on that land and in the valley and in their surrounding area of Syria.  
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Allah had made Syria [engulfed] with blessings as is evident in the following  

statement: " [al-Zamakhsharí          
1966:3/137]. 

"The phrase  refers to Allah's Own light, which       
encompasses, and is the core of, all spiritual illumination" [Asad 1980:577]. 

"And praise be to Allah, Lord of the worlds" [27:8]. 

  


This aroused admiration of Músá [p.b.u.h] and was a declaration because the  

desirer and formulator of that is the Lord of the Universe. This draws attention to  

the fact that creation is one of the most stupendous events [al-Zamakhsharí  

1966:2/138]. 

Al-Rází [n.d:24/182] interprets it as Allah's exalting Himself for there is none  

befitting His Being and Wisdom. That was a preamble in the authentic message to  

Músá [p.b.u.h]. 

 
"Indeed I am Allah, the Almighty, the Wise" [Qur'án 27:9] 

The  in  is the  for support: it is a pronoun which is not apparent in some of    
the Arab dialects. According to some Kufan grammarians the  is unknown,  
meaning here "the actual situation is I am Allah"[al- abarí 1968:19/135]. T 

It is possible that the  in  is a pronoun of status. This pronoun refers to "I"-"I   
am Allah" in a nominal sentence with  being two adjectives describing   
the predicate. It seems possible that it refers to what has been mentioned before  
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this, namely: "The One who spoke to you was I" and "Allah" is the expository noun  

for"I" in which  are two adjectives referring to this exposition. The   
usage of  is intended to show the Power of Allah [meaning, I am the Strong One  
and One capable of eliminating doubts such as the transformation of the rod into  

a snake and I do whatever I want with wisdom and measurement]  

[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/138]. 

Prophet Músá [p.b.u.h] knew that the voice was from Allah and not from any  

other source has been interpreted by the in the following ways:  ahl al-Sunna  

1) he heard words that were not similar {to other} letters and sounds, he knew         

     that these were characteristic of Allah. 

2) the voice whether from the tree or the fire was {most certainly} from Allah          

    because a {mortal being} would not be capable of this; it is a weak assumption     

     for those who claim that Satan entered the tree and called out. 

3) that it is closely associated to a miracle is clear; the view that the fire was             

   burning in a green tree and that it was not flaming can be construed as a                

      miracle. [al-Rází n.d:24/183]. 

5.2.3  Súra Qa a s s 

    


But when he came close to it, a call was sounded from the right side bank of the  

valley, in the blessed spot of the tree: "O Músá! I am Allah, the Lord of the  

Worlds" [Qur'án 28:30]. 

             


"A voice called out from the right side bank of the valley, meaning from the bank:  

shá í’ shatt ‘udwa t  is derived from  which was on the slope of the valley and  is a  
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synonym for the [slope of the valley]. The plural form of  is  and  shá í’ shawá í’ t t 

shut’án shatt shu ú    and the plural of  is [al- abarí 1968:20/71].  t t T 


"From the first and the second, to the beginning of the extreme limit, i.e. the voice  

approached him from the bank of the valley, namely from the tree"  

[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/174]. 

     is a  for  as it is an inclusive substitution because  badal 

the tree had germinated on the bank as Allah says:    
 is read with the  and the . d h amma fat a 

  

Al-Rází indicates that the spot is described as being blessed as it was there that  

Músá [p.b.u.h] obtained the beginning of his message and Allah spoke to him. He  

discusses a few issues. The  viewpoint is as follows: Mu‘tazilite 

They contend that Allah was the speaker of the words which He created in  

[particular] bodies [such as] the tree. 
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"If it is clear that Músá [p.b.u.h] did in fact hear the voice from the tree and the  

speaker was the Almighty and Allah is too exalted that He should be in the tree,  

then can it be established that Allah did address him but by way of speech created  

in the body? The proponents of ancient speech base their views according to the  

following principles: 

a) Abú Man úr al-Máturídí and leaders of Transoxiana say that the existing             s   

ancient speech was none other than that of Allah which was inaudible, for what     

could be heard was the sound and the letters which were created in the tree and      

hence could be heard from it.  

b) Abú 'l-Hasan al-Ash‘arí is of the opinion that speech which was devoid of             

letters and sound could be heard just as essence which is not corporeal nor an         

accident that could be visible. It would not be unlikely to say (according to this       

view) that he heard the letters and the sound from the tree and that he heard the    

eternal words from Allah Almighty and not from the tree. In this way there               

would be n0 contradiction between the two views" [al-Rází n.d:24/244-5]. 

5.3. SERPENT AND MIRACLES 

5.3.1   Súra  há Tá 

This forms phase three of Prophet Músá's call to Prophethood.  






" 'And what is in your right hand, O Músá?' He said: 'It is my rod, I lean upon it  

and I gather fodder for my sheep and I keep it for other uses.' He said, 'Cast it O,  

Músá.' When he cast it, it became a snake in motion. He said, ' Take it and do not  

fear, soon We will transform it into its former state. Press your hand to your side,  

it will come forth [shining] white, without blemish, this is yet another sign, in  

order that We may show you of Our greatest signs' " [Qur'án 20:17-23]. 
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"And what is in your right hand, O Músá?" [20:17]. 

The  in  is dependent on  [al- abarí 1968:16/153].    T 





Allah said that to remind him that He intended to transform the rod into a  

serpent in motion. The rod was of [wood] for he was reminded of it... This was [in  

actuality] a means of informing Músá [p.b.u.h] of Allah's Power as He could do as  

He willed... He intended this to make this a sign together with the remainder of  

His Signs to the Pharaoh and his people" [al- abarí 1968:16/154]. T 

The accusative is of the  referring to  which is the same as  - there is    
an alternative possibility for  is a relative pronoun linking it to . Músá   
[p.b.u.h] at this stage asked the Almighty to show him the Power of Whom had  

created him. Allah demonstrated this by lifting from the [solid] wood a hissing  

snake [this is reference to the transformation]; in this way Allah wanted to show  

him how the piece of wood could devour as He said to him, "What is this?" Músá's  

[reply] was that it was a piece of wood. Allah then shows him the miracle  

[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/533]. 

Several questions emerge from this one question posed by the Almighty to Músá  

[p.b.u.h]: that the Almighty was in search of Knowledge is unthinkable, then the  

purpose of this line of questioning is illustrated by  al-Rází [n.d:22/25] as follows: 

  Allah intended to demonstrate to him a noble act by virtue of something  

insignificant [i.e.the rod]. He is in fact displaying His miracles and  

informing him of the totality of His Power and the extremity of His  

Greatness via a demonstration of these miracles. 

 Allah directed the question to divert his attention from the rod as Músá  
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[p.b.u.h] was overcome by fear and confusion. 

 Another reason was to confirm that it was indeed a rod and it was a  

serpent only when transformed, but that he need not fear. 

''This is my rod, I lean upon it, I gather fodder for my sheep and I use  

it for other purposes" [20:18]. 

Prophet Músá responds to his Lord by explaining that he uses the rod to beat  

down the dried leaves which are consumed by his sheep.  

  

  is with the  on the  for the joining of the two ; this is similar to  kasra sákins 

the reading of amza. Ibn Is áq reads it with the  on the . I lean upon it  H h  sukún 
when I am exhausted, or stop at the head of the flock or leap [al-Zamakhsharí  

1966:2/533]. 


     
 


The meaning is to rely upon or lean against [something] when one is weary or  

when one attends to a flock or when leaping. Músá [p.b.u.h] made himself lean  

against the staff as Allah said to Prophet Mu ammad [p.b.u.h] - 'Lean upon My  h 

Mercy' [al-Rází n.d:22/26]. 

Al-Zamakhsharí discusses the term  as follows: 
  is a reference to crisp [bread] but  is the verb used for restraining sheep.  

Mentioning in detail the relevant verses pertaining to the rod, it is as though he  

had [already] sensed the question which was to follow from the Almighty, for  

when Allah spoke to him he said, "It is nothing except a rod serving no benefit,  

except [certain] uses". His answer corresponds to the aim which was his  

understanding of the significance of the words which his Lord had spoken to him.  
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It is possible that Allah had enumerated the many conveniences of the rod which  

were deemed rather significant, then Allah showed him subsequent to that great  

sign as though He said to him the following: What is your stand with respect to its  

more significant usages and its greater forgotten purposes, for each has a use and  

a purpose, do you rely upon it or do you honour it {as well}? Allah asks him to  

expound on it and minimise its importance. Músá generalises Allah's questioning  

him about its uses, so he exceeds in relating its more distinguished qualities  

[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/533]. 

Músá [p.b.u.h] at this stage knew it was a command from Allah for when he said:  

 , Allah had intended to make him aware that in it were other  

uses. Various factors relevant to the rod are as follows:  

The views are primarily those of al-Rází: 

 Purpose of transforming the rod into a serpent at that particular time. 

Allah had transformed the rod in order to display the miracle to Músá  

 [p.b.u.h.], so that he would recognise the prophethood himself because  

 he had until then heard nothing except the voice.  

 The voice was a tribute to him, so the transformation of the rod into a serpent        

increased that tribute (veneration) because both the removal of the sandaland the  

miracles were reasons for the disappearance of melancholy in his heart. 

3) It turned into a serpent in his presence so that he could witness it first, then  

[when] he would display it to the Pharaoh his fear would be dispelled. 

4) He was a poor shepherd, so he wanted to display his great rank. Perhaps he  

harboured amazement so the transformation stimulated in him a certain degree  

of strength. 

 When did Músá [p.b.u.h] take the rod ? 

Was it before or after its transformation? 

It has been reported that he placed his hand between its teeth, [at this time] it  

was transformed into a piece of wood and the Qur'án [20:21] provides evidence of  

this for Allah says: "Soon We shall transform it into its former state," - this is  

reference to the future tense. Also this was closest to a miracle as the  
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transformation of the rod was a miracle so too was the placing of his hand in its  

mouth without fear and the [subsequent] transformation into a piece of wood  

[again] yet another miracle.  

 How did he take it, with fear or boldly? 

It has been narrated that he took it with fear but this is strange - after continuous  

evidence this view seems unlikely. If Músá [p.b.u.h] knew Allah would transform  

the rod into its former shape how would he dispel his fear? Simply because he  

knew the authenticity of His statement and some of them say when his Lord said:  

"Do not fear," he was overcome by a sense of tranquility [al-Rází n.d:22/28-9]. 

          What is the meaning of it will transform into its former state? 

Mu ammad Asad [1980:472] interprets the transformation "as being of mystic  h 

significance. It reveals an intrinsic difference between appearance and reality and  

is a spiritual insight into this gift bestowed by Allah to His chosen servants." 

Why is  in the accusative form? 

Firstly, the removal of the preposition (i.e. 
Secondly, "We shall return it" is self-contained without any link to its state. This  

means that it was initially a rod which became a snake. So we shall make it a rod  

as it was. The  is vowelled in the accusative on the basis of a concealed verb,  
namely, it shall become like its initial state. 

5.3.1.1 Miracles 




Press your hand to your side, it will come forth [shining] without blemish, this is  

yet another sign, in order that We may show you of Our greatest signs [Qur'án  

20:22-23]. 
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"And press your hand to your side..." [20:22]. 




  

 refers to the two hands. [This has been related on the authority of Abú  

Hurairah and Ka‘b al-A bár]. Proponents of the Arabic language say they are the  h 

two sides. 

{The wings of the bird are literally its hands and those of the human are his  

hands. The two hands of the human are at his sides. According to Zujjáj the wings  

are the upperarms; the hand refers to the whole arm} [al- abarí 1968:16/157].  T 

        


The original metaphor stems from the usage of  [wings] of a bird; they are  
provided with two wings for the [purposes] of flight. The meaning of "to your side  

under the arm" proves that [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/534]. 

Al-Rází provides the following narration by ibn ‘Abbás: 

    



 


According to ibn ‘Abbás [R.A] it could  the   refer to your side or to your chest, 

former being of foremost relevance because the hands of a human resemble the  

wings of a bird, for Allah says Had the intention been for   it will come forth white.  
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the hands to be placed on the chest  would have been meaningless- "Press  
your hands to the sides" is what has been stated in another verse: Place your hand  

into your cavity , because by placing his hand in his breast he had  [Súra Naml] 

already pressed it to his side [al-Rází n.d:22/30]. 

"It will come forth [shining] white without any blemish" [20:22]. 

"By Allah, he removed it without blemish and disfigurement, so Músá knew that  

he had met his Lord " [al- abarí 1968:16/158]. T 
108 

 is wickedness and ugliness and it is linked to leprosy, just as imperfection is  

linked to evil [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:2/534].  

It is narrated that Músá [p.b.u.h] had firm skin, he put his right hand in his bosom  

and thereafter under his left armpit. On removing it, it shone like lighting.  

Another view is that it was like the sun; on removal it returned to its former colour  

without light [al-Rází n.d:22/30].   

Asad's [1980:472] interpretation is that "it will come forth luminescent by virtue  

of the prophethood to which he had been raised." 

5.3.2  Súra Naml 

    
   


And throw your rod down , when he saw it moving as if it was a moving snake, he  

turned in flight, and did not look back. [A voice said:] "O Músá do not fear, Indeed  

the Messengers do not fear in My Presence"[Qur'án 27:10].. "Place your hand  

under your bosom, it will forth white without blemish. These are among the signs  

to Pharaoh and his people, indeed they are a people who are rebellious" [Qur'án  

27:12]. 

. This is based on a reliable chain of authorities. 108 
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And throw your rod down, when he saw it moving...[27:10] 

In this particular speech [a chain of events] has been omitted, since it is  

superfluous. [This is a reference to Músá's throwing of the rod and its subsequent  

transformation]. The view is that it was a great serpent and  is a category of  
the well-known serpents [al- abarí 1968:19/135]. T 

Did not retreat [27:10]. 

All the commentators interpret it as  - did not return.   

5.3.2.1 Miracles 

"Place your hand under your bosom" [27:12]. 

Allah Almighty says this as a reminder to Músá [p.b.u.h] because on that day he  

had a loose outer garment made of wool. According to some authorities it did not  

have a sleeve [al- abarí 1968:19/138]. T 

  

The nine signs [supplemented by two more] according to al-Zamakhsharí  

[1966:2/534]and al-Rází [n.d:24/30] are: 

 the hand and the rod; 

 the other nine refer to the drought, the flood, locusts, lice, frogs, blood,  

extinction, infertile lands and destruction of crops. 

5.3.3 Súra Qa a s s 
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"And throw down your staff, so when he saw it moving as if it was a serpent, he  

drew back in terror and did not [dare to] return. 

[Allah spoke to him again], 'O Músá! draw near and have no fear - for behold you  

are of those who are secure [in this world and the next]. 

[And now] put your hand into your bosom; it will come forth shining white  

without blemish and henceforth hold your arm to yourself, free from all fear.  

These then shall be the two signs [of your bearing a message] from your sustainer  

unto Pharaoh and his great ones- for hold they are a people depraved!' " [Qur'án  

28:31-32]. 

 - throw your rod!  

 - when he [i.e.Músá] saw it. 

 - it was in motion and wavering. 

 - as if it was one of the well-known species of snakes, among the larger  

ones. 

[al- abarí 1968:19/76]. T 

   


"The rod moved as though it were clearly a serpent, for Allah had made it bear  

resemblance to the serpent. It is not directly stated that it was [in essence] a  

snake - there is nothing to the contrary to suggest that it was a serpent, but it  

resembled a serpent in view of its trembling and movement, not on account of its  

size" [al-Rází n.d:27/246]. 

He turned in flight and did not return [28:31]. 

He did not retrace his steps or turn back" [al- abarí 1968:19/76]. T 

He did not turn around out of fear" [al- abarí 1968:19/76]. T 
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5.3.3.1 Miracles 

"Place your hand in your bosom..." [28:32]. 




"Place your hand.." - it is of two dialects:  - [verb I] and  - [verb IV].   

  is derived from  meaning 'to insert or put in'. It is said . "[Place] it in  

the opening of your garment"  [al- abarí 1968:19/76]. T 

".....it will come forth shining without blemish.." [28:32]. 

It will come out white without leprosy. When he removed his hand it shone [as a  

lamp] - Músá was convinced that he had met his Lord.  

"Hold your arm to yourself" [28:3 2]. 
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Two meanings are attached to this particular verse:  

1) "When Allah Almighty transformed the rod into a serpent, Músá became  

terrified and disturbed: he held onto the rod with his hand as though he was  

overcome by fear of [something]; so it was said to him: "if you hold onto it with  

your hand, you will disgrace your enemies. When you throw it, it will be  

transformed into a snake, so place your hand under your armpit at a spot where  

you can touch it then remove it as a light, so that two matters can be gained:  

avoidance of that which will be a disgrace to you and the revelation of another  

miracle." For the correlation of  with  is so because human hands are in a   
similar position to the wings of a bird. [Here he is using a metonymy which is  

expressive of freedom from fear]. When he placed his right hand under the upper  

arm of his left hand he had drawn its side to him. 

2) By pressing his armpit towards it is meant holding it firmly and retaining it  

himself so that he remains unmoved at the transformation of the rod [into] a  

serpent. That is why a metaphor of a bird has been used because when it is afraid,  

it spreads its wings and lowers them, otherwise its wings are close together  

[al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/175 & al-Rází n.d:27/247]. 

"Free from fear" [28:32]. 

There is a difference in the reading of  - the majority of ijází and Ba ran   H s 

reciters read it with the  on the  and the . However Kúfan reciters read it  fat a h  
with  on the  and  on the . Any one of the two readings is  d amma sukún  
accepted [al- abarí 1968:19/73]. T 

Al-Zamakhsharí as well as al-Rází interpret  and    

 as one, but there exists a difference between the two expressions,  

for in the one the meaning is reiterated. The objective in the former is the removal  

of the hand which will come forth shining, whereas the latter emphasises the  

concealment of fear [al-Zamakhsharí 1966:3/75 & al-Rází n.d:27/247]. 
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"These are the two proofs from your Lord to the pharaoh and his      

people" [28:32]. 

The two proofs are the transformation of the rod into a serpent and the  

emergence of the shiny white hand without disease [al- abarí 1968:19/73].              T 

        

          

"This is proof of the validity of his prophethood and the truth of his being called  

to monotheism, and the apparent [meaning] of the speech indicates that Allah  

commanded him [of this] prior to his encounter with Pharaoh so that he knew  

that whatever He made apparent to him was a miracle [al-Rází n.d:27/248].  

Asad [1980:594]: "The two signs may be understood as Músá's ability to remain,  

by virtue of his certainty of Allah's omnipresence, forever free of all physical or  

moral fear, as well as his ability to show that appearance and reality are not  

always identical." 
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